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Part- I 

Q1  Only Short Answer Type Questions (Answer All-10) (2 x 10) 
 a) Types of confinement observed in fullerene molecule and protein nanotube are 

………..& ………respectively. 
 

 b) NFSOM stands for………………………………..  
 c) Melting point of nano materials is significantly less than their bulk counterpart. Explain.  
 d) What is DNA origami?  
 e) State two applications of nanowire.  
 f) What is nanobot?  
 g) What is back scattered electron?  
 h) Classify carbon nanotube based on chiral indices.  
 i) State the general advantages of quntum computing?  
 j) What is Quantum dot?  
    
  Part- II  

Q2  Only Focused-Short Answer Type Questions-  (Answer Any Eight out of Twelve) (6 x 8) 
 a) Compare between optical microscope and electron microscope.  
 b) Discuss effects of nano dimension on chemical and mechanical properties of nano 

materials. 
 

 c) Explain chemical vapour deposition method for fabrication of nanomaterial.  
 d) Describe the steps involved in photolithography.  
 e) Write down advantages & disadvantages of carbon nanotube.  
 f) Discuss about structure & properties of graphene.  
 g) Explain the operation of single electron transistor.  
 h) Explain the operation of Nano-CMOS.  
 i) Compare advantages and disadvantages of E-beam evaporation over thermal vapour 

deposition technique. 
 

 j) Briefly define spintronics and its applications.  
 k) Write a short note on “impact of nanotechnology on environment”.  
 l) Give highlights on current research in nanotechnology.  
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  Part-III  
  Only Long Answer Type Questions (Answer Any Two out of Four)  

Q3  Describe the working principle of Scanning Tunneling Microscope (STM) with a neat 
sketch. 

(16) 

    
Q4  Explain the working principle of Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) with a neat 

sketch. 
(16) 

    
Q5  Discuss on recent advances in protein nanotechnology and its potential applications. (16) 

    
Q6  Explain physical vapor deposition method for fabrication of nanomaterial with proper 

diagram. 
(16) 
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